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Index
Product Type

Model/Type Reference

Digital Video
Recorder

DS-80XXHYI-Z, DS-8AXXHYI-ZZ
XX can be "00" to "16", which denotes different
audio/video port number
Y can be one or two letters or blank, which denotes
different software version.
Z can be S or blank, which denotes different hard
disk driver interface.
A can be "0" to "9", denotes different software
version;
ZZ one or two letters or R/W, denotes different hard
disk driver interface

Report Reference
Status
#
E307937-A1-UL

DS-7AXXHYI-ZZ/UU
A can be one number, which denotes different
software version;
XX can be "00" to "32", which denotes different
audio/video port number;
Y can be one or two letters or blank, denotes
different software version;
ZZ can be maximum three letters or R/W, denotes
different hard disk driver interface;
UU can be one or two letters or blank,denotes
different DVD-RW.
HK-RA4DDB-CCC, HK-RA3DD-CCC
DD can be "00" to "16", which denotes different
audio/video port numbers;
B can be one or two letters or blank, denotes
different software version;
CCC can be any alphanumeric combination, which
denotes different hard disk capacity.
DS-7AXXNYI-ZZ/UU
A can be one number, which denotes different
software version;
XX can be "00" to "32", which denotes different
audio/video port number;
Y can be one or two letters or blank, denotes
different software version;
ZZ can be maximum three letters or R/W, denotes
different hard disk driver interface
UU can be one or two letters or blank,denotes
different DVD-RW
Digital Video Sever DS-6U01HYI-Z-A
DS-6U01HYI-Z-B
U can be "0" to "9", which denotes different image
compression ratio.
Y can be one or two letters, which denotes different
resolution.
Z can be one or two letters, which denotes different
software version.

E307937-A2-UL
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Digital Video Sever DS-6U0XHYI
E307937-A4-UL
DS-6U0XHYI-W
U can be "0" to "9", which denotes different image
compression ratio.
X can be a digit from "0" to "4", which denotes
different quantity of channel.
Y can be one or two letters, which denotes different
resolution.
W is stand for "aaab","a" can be a digit from "0" to
"9",or a letter; "b" can be a digit from "0" to "9", a
letter, or blank , which denotes different adapter the
equipment used.
Speed Dome
DS-2AF1-UXYZ-W
E307937-A5-UL
DS-2DF1-UXYZ-W
iDS-2AF1-UXYZ-W
iDS-2DF1-UXYZ-W
DS-2AM1-UXYZ-W
DS-2DM1-UXYZ-W
iDS-2AM1-UXYZ-W
iDS-2DM1-UXYZ-W
DS-2AF1-UXYZ-WST, DS-2AFUXYZ-WST
DS-2DF1-UXYZ-WST, DS-2DFUXYZ-WST
iDS-2AF1-UXYZ-WST, iDS-2AFUXYZ-WST
iDS-2DF1-UXYZ-WST, iDS-2DFUXYZ-WST
DS-2AM1-UXYZ-WST, DS-2AMUXYZ-WST
DS-2DM1-UXYZ-WST, DS-2DMUXYZ-WST
iDS-2AM1-UXYZ-WST, iDS-2AMUXYZ-WST
iDS-2DM1-UXYZ-WST, iDS-2DMUXYZ-WST
DS-2AEUXYZ-WST, iDS-2AEUXYZ-WST
DS-2DEUXYZ-WST, iDS-2DEUXYZ-WST

CAMERA

U can be one or two digit or letter, which stands for
different construction.
X can be one or two digit or lette, which stands for
different software version.
Y can be one or two digit or lette, which stands for
different compression ratio.
Z can be one or two digit or lette or blank, which
stands for different client.
W can be one or two digit or lette or blank, which
stands for different regions.
S can be one or two digit or lette or blank, which
stands for different power supply.
T can be one or two digit or lette or blank, which
stands for different lens.
DS-2CD8WXYUZST-ABCD
W: 0-9 (distinguish rate);
X: 0-9 (appearance);
Y: 0-9 or A-Z (software edition);
U: A-Z or blank (appearance color);
Z: A-Z or blank (SD card);
S:A-Z or blank (client)
T:A-Z or blank (regions)
A: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (power supply);

E307937-A7-UL
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B: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (focus);
C: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (lens interface);
D: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (aperture).

DS-2CD2MXYUZST-ABCD;
DS-2CD4MXYUZST-ABCD;
DS-2CD6MXYUZST-ABCD

Digital Video
Recorder

M: 0-9 (distinguish rate);
X: 0-9 (appearance);
Y: 0-9 or A-Z (software edition);
U: A-Z or blank (appearance color);
Z: A-Z or blank (SD card);
S:A-Z or blank (client)
T:A-Z or blank (regions)
A: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (power supply);
B: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (focus);
C: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (lens interface);
D: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (aperture)
DS-7WXXAHYI-ZZ/UU, DS-7WXXANYI-ZZ/UU
XX can be "00" to "32", which denotes different
audio/video port number.
Y can be one or two letters or blank, which denotes
different software version.
ZZ can be one or two letters, denotes different hard
disk driver interface.
W can be a digit or a letter or blank.
UU can be one or two letters or blank, which denotes
different DVD-RW.
A can be optional or blank.
HK-RA2DDZ-CCC
DD can be "00" to "16", which denotes different
audio/video port numbers;
Z can be one or two letters or blank, which denotes
different software version;
CCC can be any alphanumeric combination, which
denotes different hard disk capacity.
ADT-DVR-SC-4CH-000
ADT-DVR-SC-4CH-500G
ADT-DVR-SC-4CH-1T
ADT-DVR-SC-4CH-2T
ADT-DVR-SC-4CH-3T
ADT-DVR-RM-8CH-000
ADT-DVR-RM-8CH-500G
ADT-DVR-RM-8CH-1T
ADT-DVR-RM-8CH-2T
ADT-DVR-RM-8CH-3T
ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-000
ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-500G
ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-1T
ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-2T
ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-3T

E307937-A8-UL
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ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-4T
ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-5T
ADT-DVR-RM-16CH-6T
DS-9AXXHYI-ZZH, DS-9AXXNYI-ZZH
A can be "0" to "9", denotes different software
version;
XX can be "00" to "32", which denotes different
audio/video port numbers;
Y can be one or two letters or blank, denotes
different software version;
ZZ be one or two letters or blank, denotes different
hard disk driver interface.
H is optional, which stands for HDMI

E307937-A9-UL

HK-RH5DDZ-CCC, HK-RA5DDZ-CCC
DD can be "00" to "16", which denotes different
audio/video port numbers;
Z can be one or two letters or blank, which denotes
different software version;
CCC can be any alphanumeric combination, which
denotes different hard disk capacity.
Digital Video
Recorder

Camera

DS-8BXXAHYWI-ZZ
E307937-A10-UL
B can be "0" to "9", which indicates different software
compression ratio.
XX can be "00" to "04", which denotes different
audio/video port number
Y can be one or two letters or blank, which denotes
different software version.
W can be one letter or blank, which indicates the
LCD screen.
Z can be one to four letters, which denotes different
hard disk driver interface.
DS-2CD7WXYUZST-ABCD,
E307937-A15-UL
W maybe 0-9, denoting the resolution rate;
X maybe 0-9, denoting the appearance;
Y maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the version of
software;
U maybe A-Z or blank, denoting the appearance
color;
Z maybe A-Z or blank, denoting the SD card;
S maybe A-Z or blank(client)
T maybe A-Z or blank(regions)
A: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (power supply);
B: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (focus);
C: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (lens interface);
D: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (aperture).
DS-2CD2WXYUZST-ABCD
W maybe 0-9, denoting the resolution rate;
X maybe 0-9, denoting the appearance;
Y maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the version of
software;
U maybe A-Z or blank, denoting the appearance
color;
Z maybe A-Z or blank, denoting the SD card;
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S maybe A-Z or blank(client)
T maybe A-Z or blank(regions)
A: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (power supply);
B: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (focus);
C: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (lens interface);
D: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (aperture)

CAMERA

CAMERA

DS-2CD4WXYUZST-ABCD;
DS-2CD6WXYUZST-ABCD
W: 0-9 (distinguish rate);
X: 0-9 (appearance);
Y: 0-9 or A-Z (software edition);
U: A-Z or blank (appearance color);
Z: A-Z or blank (SD card);
S:A-Z or blank (client)
T:A-Z or blank (regions)
A: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (power supply);
B: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (focus);
C: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (lens interface);
D: 0-9 or A-Z or blank (aperture)
DS-2CC1WXYUZ-ABCDEF
W maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the resolution rate;
X maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the appearance;
Y maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the version of
software;
U maybe A-Z, or blank, denoting the appearance
color;
Z maybe A-Z, or blank, denoting the SD card;
A: one or two characters, can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the power supply;
B: one or two characters, can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the focus;
C: one or two characters, can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the lens interface;
D: one or two characters, can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the aperture;
E: 0-9,A-Z or blank, denoting client;
F: 0-9, A-Z, or blank, denoting regions.
DS-2CC5WXYUZ-ABCDEF
W maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the resolution rate.
X: maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the appearance.
Y: maybe 0-9, or A-Z, denoting the version of
software.
U: maybe A-Z, or blank, denoting the appearance
color.
Z: maybe A-Z, or blank, denoting the SD card.
A: one or two character，can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the power supply.
B: one or two character，can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the focus.
C: one or two character，can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the lens interface.
D: one or two character，can be 0-9, A-Z or blank,
denoting the aperture
E: 0-9,A-Z or blank, denoting client.

E307937-A16-UL
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F: 0-9, A-Z, or blank, denoting regions.

Digital Video Server ANNEXXUS 316
E307937-A19-UL
Digital Video Sever iDS-6UXXHYI-W-P
E307937-A28-UL
U can be "0" to "9", which denotes different image
compression ratio.
XX can be "00" to "16", which denotes different
quantity of channel.
Y can be one or two letters or blank, which denotes
different resolution.
W is stand for "abcd", each "a", "b", "c", "d" can be a
digit or letter or blank, which denotes different hard
disk driver interface.
P can be one or two letters or blank, which stands for
different client.
H is optional and no safety related.
i is optional and no safety related.
Keyboard
DS-1X0YKI
E307937-A29-UL
X can be a digit, which stands for different software
version;
Y can be a digit, which stands for different client;
I is optional, which stands for market region.
Camera
DS-2CE1WXYZU-J
E307937-A31-UL
W:can be 0-9,denoting the generation;
X:can be 0-9,denoting the resolution;
Y:can be 0-9 or blank, denoting the market region;
Z: can be A-Z or 0-9 ,denoting the color of the
appearance;
U: can be A-Z or blank, denoting the analog out
format;
J:can be up to ten A-Z or 0-9 characters, denoting
the version of software.
Camera
DS-2CE5WXYZU-J
E307937-A32-UL
W: can be 0-9,denoting the generation;
X: can be 0-9,denoting the resolution;
Y: can be 0-9 or blank, denoting the market region;
Z: can be A-Z or 0-9 ,denoting the color of the
appearance;
U: can be A-Z or blank, denoting the analog out
format;
J: can be up to ten A-Z or 0-9 characters, denoting
the version of software.
Digital Video
DS-8ABBHYI-ZZ, DS-8ABBNYI-ZZ
E307937-A34-UL
Recorder
BB can be "00" to "32", denotes different audio/video
port number;
Y can be one or two letters or blank, denotes the
market region;
A can be "0" to "9", denotes different software
version;
ZZ one or two letters or R/W, denotes different hard
disk driver interface
Digital Video
DS-9664NI-ZZ
E307937-A37-UL
Recorder
ZZ one or two letters or R/W, denotes different hard
disk driver interface
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